An examination of how therapist directiveness interacts with patient anger and reactance to predict alcohol use.
This study examined the interactions of therapist directiveness with patient anger and patient reactance among an alcohol-treatment-seeking sample. Participants in the study consisted of 139 individuals with alcohol abuse or dependence who received treatment at a single clinical research unit of Project MATCH (Matching Alcoholism Treatments to Client Heterogeneity). Analyses tested for the independence of the two interactions, identified components within the directiveness construct and examined the relationship between those components and the patient attributes. Results showed that the interactions between directiveness and anger and between directiveness and reactance each accounted for unique variance in predicting posttreatment alcohol use as measured by percentage of days abstinent (PDA) and percentage of heavy drinking days (PHDD). Principal components analysis of the directiveness construct generated two underlying components that were interpreted to be confrontation and structure. Significant interactions were observed between patient reactance and both the confrontation and structure components. Confrontation also interacted with patient anger; however, no interaction was found between anger and structure. The interactions of therapist directiveness with patient anger and reactance demonstrated both shared and unique qualities. These results highlight the importance of focusing on specific aspects of directiveness to better understand the effect of patient-treatment interactions on alcohol use. This study has implications for theory and research as well as for the delivery of treatment services.